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News reporter interview questions

As an employer and interviewer, it can be difficult to sort the right candidates from the least qualified. When conducting interviews, be sure to ask the appropriate questions, so that the candidate you choose is not only professional and career oriented, but also has sound goals and interests outside the office. One of the first questions to ask as an employer should lead you to learn more about who that
person is. Ask the candidate about himself, his choices of education, his background and his legacy. Each person has a different story, so ask to hear from the sister. Ask the candidate why she chose this particular career or industry. For example, if the candidate is interviewing for a position as legal secretary, find out about her interest in the law and her interest in the position. You can easily determine
from her answers whether the candidate is suing the law because it is a passion or is simply interviewing to get a job for the money. Find out about the candidate's life goals. Goals may include work or career goals, as well as personal goals. If the candidate's goal is to work effectively to be part of a law firm team, you can have a good candidate. If, on the other hand, the candidate's goals include working
from home or being a stay-at-home dad, the candidate may not be the one you are looking for. While some employers want their employees to have a healthy lifestyle and hobbies outside of work, others don't care as long as the job is done. Candidates like to talk about themselves, so find out about their hobbies and interests outside of work. Use the answers to get to know the candidate better. Ask a
question about the candidate's choice and level of education. For example, if the candidate is being interviewed for a secretary position but has a degree in English literature, ask how the education and skills she has acquired will help her perform in the position. Two common questions during interviews focus on the candidate's strengths and weaknesses. Although the candidate can easily identify his
strengths, weaknesses can be more of a challenge, because the candidate does not want the weaknesses to take over and become the reason why he does not have the job offer. Two other questions you should ask a candidate deal with previous work experiences. Find out about the candidate's responsibilities or duties in previous jobs. Then ask her about the personal enjoyment of work. Although the
candidate may have been good at work, her answers will show whether she did not enjoy the work. This be harmful, especially if the candidate works directly with clients. The last question you should ask a candidate is why you should hire them. This is the point of sale of the interview, as the candidate must explain why he thinks he is qualified for the position. Lominger's interview questions typically ask job
seekers to discuss the barriers they have overcome or to tell stories in which they have made business decisions and taken specific actions. Candidates must then the results of their actions, what they learned from their choices and how they would apply the lessons learned to other business scenarios. Lominger's interview questions are designed to outline the skills of job seekers. While it is not possible to
know in advance what specific interview questions Lominger might ask, a job seeker may think about the situations to be discussed in an interview. In preparing stories or answers to these questions, the candidate should reflect on the actions she has taken in her sample situation, why she chose these measures, what she would do in the same way or differently in the future, the results of her actions and
what she learned from the experience. Lominger questions are designed to measure a candidate's skills in specific business-related areas. Some of these areas include affordability, ambition, command skills, conflict management, client orientation and delegation skills. Other skills measured by the Lominger process are technical skills, listening skills, motivating others, organizing, political know-how,
problem solving, creating effective teams and maintaining a work-life balance. Lominger's interview process examines a total of 67 skills. Stay up tot with the latest daily buzz with the BuzzFeed Daily newsletter! Google has recently made headlines - but not for the usual reasons. In case you missed it: The company gives up asking respondents for a sadly difficult puzzle job. The decision is something that
every entrepreneur should pay attention to, because it is based on principles that should govern any recruitment process. High-tech companies have long had a reputation for trying to trip up the unwary during interviews. Some of the questions used at Google, apart from purely technical questions, could have crossed your eyes: how many golf balls can fit on a school bus? How many piano tuners are
there in the world? Why are manhole covers round? They're smart, aren't they? So why did Google let them down? Because, as google senior vice president of people operations Laszlo Bock said, They don't predict anything. They are mainly used to make the interviewer feel smart. There was another major problem that Bock did not mention in his interview with the New York Times. A number of websites
had begun to collect questions and provide answers. The hiring processes in companies are full of myths and assumptions. Of all the activities hiring is probably one of the least frequently done, unless a company is going through a period of rapid growth or high sales. In the first case, the company is suddenly in the throes of hiring without having had time to learn how to do it well. In the latter case, the
company hires the wrong people or has a dysfunctional atmosphere that keeps people away, in which case hiring is unlikely to be healthy. As with any part of the business, interviewing potential employees must support specific objectives. Try to look smart, as happened in in or by following this standard rate, such as asking candidates where they want to be in five years, serves answers that candidates
can prepare. Instead, consider some twists and turns on interview issues that might help. Chris Smith and Chris Stephenson, co-founders of the management consulting firm ARRYVE, offer some alternatives on the Harvard Business Review's blogging network. Rather than asking where people want to be in five years, ask them where they don't want to be, because they're unlikely to have prepared a
canned answer. A combination of the How do you rate your performance at your last job? standard, followed by How will your manager rate you when we call? also throws people out of a comfort zone. Don't ask what someone's weakness is; ask why you shouldn't hire them. The post is worth reading for more ideas. You can mix up the types of questions, let someone answer at length, then interrupt,
alternate a joke with a poll question. The more you can upset a planned presentation, the more you will get a glimpse of someone's character and see something that will help you make an intelligent decision. Decision.
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